
LED POWER BANKLED POWER BANK

:: Product Description

     
* Very powerful RGB LED projector, based on 54 high power 1W LEDs (18 RED + 18 GREEN + 18 BLUE)     
* The use of LED Technology makes important energy (cost) savings possible compared to units based on hologen and

discharge lamps!     
* Thanks to the anti-UV and waterproof IP65 housing, this LED projector is your first choice:              

* To illuminate all kinds buildings like: hotels, shops, discotheques, public & amusement parks, fairground attractions,

&hellip;                     
* To light up small, medium and large stages               

* The 400Hz LED scan rate makes it also a perfect choice in TV studios (no interferences with TV-cameras)     
* Completely silent: the projector is cooled by natural air convection so no noisy fans are needed!     
* The lightweight aluminium housing of several units can be interlocked together to create massive "blinder" setups     
* All 3 internal projectors can be used and programmed independently or used together for optimal output power.     
* Can be used:              

* In standalone mode with the special pre-programmed PB-01 controller (with internal clock)         
* In standalone mode with its internal automatic programs (wash, effect and custom programs)         
* With any standard DMX-controller (12 channels needed for RGB color mixing, color macros, strobe, dimmer, &hellip;)         

     
* Menu driven LCD-display (2x 16 characters) with password protection on the rear panel     
* Automatic DMX-address feature with ID sub-addressing 

:: Technical Information
Voltage: 90 - 250V (50 or 60Hz)
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 Rated power: only 80W
 IP rating: IP65
 LED n°: 54x 1Watt (18 RED + 18 GREEN + 18 BLUE)
 Beam angle: 15°
 Dimensions: 57 x 21 x 19cm
 Weight: 8,2kg
 
 Light output (RGB @ 100%):
    - Distance = 2m: 5900 lux 
    - Distance = 4m: 1889 lux
    - Distance = 6m: 878 lux
    - Distance = 8m: 521 lux
    - Distance = 10m: 418 lux

:: Extra information and order codes
Available: around October 2007
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